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The needs of a growing human population are having

strong impacts on ecosystems worldwide. The biological end-

points of many of these impacts are either a local increase in

species richness through species invasion, or a local (as well as

global) decrease in species richness through population

extinction. Both invasion and extinction therefore represent

changes in local levels of biodiversity. Changes in species

abundance and/or composition raise questions about the

importance of biodiversity, both for the ability of natural sys-

tems to persist and their ability to provide important ecosys-

tem services that directly or indirectly benefit humans

through provisioning services (e.g., hydrologic cycles, atmos-

pheric composition, soil genesis), regulating services (e.g., cli-

mate regulation, water and air purification), supporting serv-

ices (e.g., pollination, storing and cycling of nutrients), and

cultural services (e.g., ecotourism, aesthetics) (Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment 2003; Hooper et al. 2005).

The consequences of changing biodiversity have received

considerable and increasing attention over the past couple of

decades. Much of this work has alluded to, or acknowledged,

that multiple species can perform similar functions in natural

systems (Walker 1992). Species that perform similar functions

are ecologically redundant. By definition then, redundant

species are similar in function so that if one species is removed

and replaced by another, no loss of ecosystem function would

be observed (Lawton and Brown 1993). This is equivalent to

“functional degeneracy” as recently described by Gonzalez

and Loreau (2009). This situation does not imply that each

redundant species has redundant impacts. For example, four

individuals of species B may be required to replace the func-

tion of a single individual of species A. Thus, the provision of

ecosystem services must be considered within the context of

both population dynamics and community interactions (Kre-
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men and Ostfeld 2005; Griffen and Byers 2006). The level of

redundancy in ecological communities therefore determines

whether, for example, the loss of species alters ecosystem func-

tion (Larsen et al. 2005), and whether there is little or no

change to ecosystem function (e.g., Schindler 1990).

As reviewed by Gitay et al. (1996), the concept of species

redundancy grows from three main concepts. First, that

species with similar functions can be classified into functional

guilds that may be followed as single units without regard to

individual species within the guild. This approach has com-

monly been employed (e.g., aquatic invertebrates: Cummins

1973; amphibians and reptiles: Inger and Colwell 1977;

stream fish: Winemiller and Pianka 1990; marine fish: Green-

street 1996). Second, species with similar competitive abilities

can be considered ecologically equivalent (Goldberg and

Werner 1983). And third, species that share a common niche

may also be considered ecologically equivalent (Alley 1982).

The confluence of these three related concepts, together with

the search for simplifying principles in theoretical attempts to

simulate ecosystem processes (for example, using programs

such as Ecopath), gave rise to the idea of species redundancy.

Originally, redundancy was a conceptual idea used to sim-

plify effort needed to track complex ecosystems. However,

more recently, species redundancy has been applied to con-

servation. From a conservation perspective, species redun-

dancy is a desirable property, diversifying ecological risk

(Hummel et al. 2009) and providing insurance against the loss

of ecosystem function with the loss of a species (i.e., the insur-

ance hypothesis, Yachi and Loreau 1999). However, the notion

that some species are redundant is a two-edged sword (Rosen-

feld 2002)—although it does provide some level of insurance

against loss of ecosystem function, it also suggests that not all

species are necessary, and that systems may function equally

well with fewer species (Chapin et al. 1992; West 1993; Bow-

man 1994; Cowling et al. 1994; Kennedy and Smith 1995),

reducing the need for species conservation. In addition,

implementing the concept of species redundancy for conser-

vation is not without problems. Gitay et al. (1996) suggested

that this concept is of limited use to applied science for three

reasons. First, all of the available measures of redundancy are

too difficult to implement. Second, the term is misunderstood

by policymakers to mean that there are some species we don¢t

need. Third, species redundancy is highly context dependent

and it is therefore hopeless to try to be predictive about when

species will be redundant. Although species redundancy has

been and will undoubtedly remain a useful intellectual con-

cept within ecology, its utility for conservation therefore

remains uncertain.

We agree with Gitay et al. (1996) that these problems could

limit the utility of species redundancy in applied circum-

stances. However, we also posit that these problems are not

insurmountable. In fact, considerable progress has recently

been made toward solving the first problem. Petchey and Gas-

ton (2006) provide a summary of recent efforts to develop

quantitative methods for assessing functional

redundancy/diversity and highlight several areas where

progress may be facilitated by future research efforts. Addi-

tional suggestions are provided by Kremen and Ostfeld (2005).

There is still a very long way to go, but we are confident that

measures of redundancy will be developed that may be practi-

cally implemented on reasonable and useful temporal and

spatial scales.

The second concern raised by Gitay et al. (1996) is poten-

tially much more serious, and the responsibility for addressing

this concern rests on the collective shoulders of ecologists. As

experts in the field, it is our responsibility to clarify misun-

derstandings about the importance of biodiversity and the

value of redundancy. An important distinction in any discus-

sion of redundancy is that redundancy in species function

does not necessarily equate with redundancy in environmen-

tal tolerance. Therefore, although species may be functionally

redundant under a limited set of conditions, they may exhibit

complementarity/diversity under different conditions (Rosen-

feld 2002). Thus, redundancy not only provides insurance

against the loss of ecosystem function with the loss of species

richness, it also provides insurance against the loss of ecosys-

tem function under changing environmental conditions,

independent of changes in species richness.

Our purpose is not to directly address either of these first

two concerns raised by Gitay et al. (1996). Rather, our goal is

to address their third concern—that the context dependency

of redundancy prohibits a predictive approach. We agree that

redundancy is likely highly context dependent. However, we

suggest that conditions can be identified for which redun-

dancy is more or less likely and in which it may be more or

less important for preserving ecosystem function. Identifying

these conditions may therefore increase the predictability of

this concept.

Previous work has also attempted to place redundancy in a

predictive context (Petchey and Gaston 2006). For example,

Fonseca and Ganade (2001) predicted the probability of losing

entire functional groups when species randomly go extinct.

They predicted that as many as 75% of species could be lost

from a particular study system (they used a South American

plant community as an example) before the disappearance of

the first functional group, speaking to the importance of

redundancy. While their quantitative, predictive approach

should be lauded, the applicability of their random-extinction

approach to natural systems with multiple trophic levels is

questionable, given that species extinction is a decidedly non-

random process (Purvis et al. 2000). Given the increasing

threat of species loss, studies are needed that identify organ-

isms and/or systems in which redundancy may be more preva-

lent and where it may be more crucial to the maintenance of

ecosystem function.

This chapter will proceed as follows. Ecological systems can

conveniently be characterized by several environmental

and/or organismal characteristics or variables that describe
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ecological gradients. We identified two environmental and

two biological gradients within aquatic systems that may

influence the importance of redundancy (environmental:

material transport and disturbance; biological: life history and

evolution). Our task is to examine the likely importance of

redundancy at different ends of these gradients. This is an

attempt to move redundancy from a system-specific science to

a more predictive science. In Part One of this chapter, we

therefore examine each of these four gradients and make pre-

dictions about where redundancy may be most prevalent or

influential along each gradient. The choice of these four gra-

dients is not meant to be exhaustive, but provides examples of

a technique that may usefully be applied to other environ-

mental or biological gradients as well. In Part Two of this

chapter, we then demonstrate how these predictions may be

applied. We do this in two ways. First, we explore the ability

of these predictions to explain redundancy within microbial

communities. Second, we demonstrate how these predictions

can be further extended to make predictions related to applied

ecological problems. Specifically, we extend our predictions to

address the likely importance of redundancy in determining

the susceptibility of an ecosystem to species invasion.

PART ONE: Predictions

Material transport in ecosystems—Like all living organisms,

ecosystems receive, recycle, and release materials (energy and

nutrients) with respect to their surrounding environment. Yet,

despite this broad generality, the underpinnings of how

ecosystems function often depend on their unique character-

istics, which internally regulate the abundance, transport, and

retention of materials. These also govern community compo-

sition by selecting species from regional pools that: (1) are well

adapted to local conditions; and (2) vary in the degree for

which their traits overlap (assumed functional redundancy).

Although the roles of species within ecosystems span a variety

of functions, which include providing physical structure,

habitat modification, community regulation, and population

control among many others, often the most salient contribu-

tion is the cycling and storage of energy and materials

(Cebrian 2004). The significance of organisms as nutrient and

carbon capacitors may be especially prevalent in ecosystems

that are susceptible to disturbance and lack physical mecha-

nisms to retain materials. As such, we would expect the impor-

tance of biological redundancy to differ among ecosystems

with variable material inputs and physical characteristics (Poff

et al. 2003). Here we provide a conceptual framework for iden-

tifying ecosystems in which functional redundancy in mate-

rial cycling should be important (Fig. 1).

Magnitude of incoming resources: Establishing a mechanis-

tic understanding of the relationship between biological diver-

sity and ecosystem function has been a longstanding theme in

ecology (Tilman 1986; Naeem 2003). Up to now, our discus-

sion has focused on ecological similarity among species in the

context of redundancy in the ecological services they confer

to ecosystems. This is somewhat of a circular argument, how-

ever, as productivity regimes within ecosystems can also set

the stage for species coexistence and community composition

(Schmidt 1996). The coevolutionary trajectory of species is

Fig. 1. Hypothetical relationships between magnitude of functional

redundancy (left y-axis solid line), ecological consequences of loss in

redundancy (right y-axis dashed line) and three ecosystem characteristics:

(A) magnitude of incoming resources, (B) residence time, and (C)

resource bioavailability. 
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intimately linked to the degree of resource availability such

that ecosystems with a larger resource base, and thus greater

carrying capacity, can support more trophic levels with greater

numbers of species (Brown et al. 2001; Loreau 2004). For

example both ecosystem size and magnitude of productivity

are positively related to the number of species and trophic lev-

els within lakes (Dodson et al. 2000; Post et al. 2000). Often,

however, these relationships become unimodal due to more

complex species interactions (predation and competition) at

higher levels of productivity (Fig. 1A). Nonetheless, we predict

that ecosystems that receive greater external resources, either

as nutrients or light availability, should have a greater resource

base to support more species. Consequently, these systems

should also have a higher magnitude of redundancy and a

greater buffering capacity against species loss (Fig. 1A).

Although the magnitude of redundancy may be greater in

highly productive ecosystems, as ecosystems become per-

turbed, the consequence of a lack of redundancy may be

greater in less productive ecosystems (Fig. 1A).

Residence time within ecosystems: While all ecosystems are

theoretically open, some retain materials better than others.

This is largely a function of a series of transport processes

(local disturbance and climate regimes) that physically influ-

ence the residence time of materials as they pass through an

ecosystem (Padisak 1993). Ultimately, these processes deter-

mine the encounter rate, duration, and availability of materi-

als for biological processing. For example, ecosystems with

short residence times either undergo net losses, or fail to retain

nutrients and energy that move through the ecosystem. These

“leaky systems” are typically characterized by high transport

agents including wind or water that keep materials moving in

suspension. Consequently, these agents can also dictate the

variety of foraging modes used by resident species to obtain

resources. For example, streams, rivers, and estuaries have rel-

atively low residence times due to high flow and turnover

rates compared to slow-moving open oceans, lakes, and ponds

(Allan 1995). Some species that reside within these systems

depend on the delivery of materials and therefore use sit-and-

wait or filter-feeding strategies to capture food items. Conse-

quently, these organisms facilitate the cycling or retention of

materials that may otherwise be lost to adjacent ecosystems by

other organisms that are more mobile and therefore transport

nutrient (e.g., fish, crabs, birds). Conversely, ecosystems with

longer residence times are better suited to retain materials

because (1) they are either very large (pelagic oceans) or are

terminal recipient ecosystems (kettle lakes), (2) they have low

turnover rates (ponds and wetlands), or (3) they receive large

refractory materials that are not easily transported (wetlands).

Unlike leaky ecosystems, ecosystems with longer residence

times (storage ecosystems) allow for greater encounter rates for

material processing by their inhabitants, resulting in net stor-

age of materials.

Overall, we would expect functional redundancy to be

greater in ecosystems with high residence times due to

increased consumer-resources interaction associated with

resource availability (Fig. 1B). However, this relationship may be

complicated by the fact that species inhabiting these contrast-

ing environments are likely to be highly specialized and reflect

completely different species pools, which may negate any

observable trend (Fig. 1B). Although the degree of redundancy

across the gradient of resource residence times may not be pre-

dictable, the ecological consequences associated with reduced

redundancy should be. The loss of redundant species may have

profound impacts on many aspects of the functioning of

ecosystems, yet from the perspective of our target function

“material cycling and retention,” we argue that there is less con-

cern with species loss in high–residence time “storage” ecosys-

tems because there is a lower probability that the materials will

be physically transported from the ecosystem (Fig. 1B).

Bioavailability of incoming materials: Materials entering

ecosystems are generally lumped into two distinct categories,

those that are labile and readily assimilated into new biomass

by producers and consumers and those that are refractory and

require further processing before consumption and assimila-

tion can occur (Lennon and Pfaff 2005). Although materials in

both categories move through ecosystems via a variety of

pathways, the extent of their bioavailability often reflects the

source from which they originated. Many aquatic ecosystems

are nested within terrestrial biomes (headwater streams, lakes,

ponds, and bogs) and are therefore highly influenced by the

landscape from which they drain. For example, wooded and

wetland-dominated lakes and streams receive a substantial

amount of their carbon from detrital particulate organic mate-

rial that is often unpalatable due to high lignin content and

other structural components (Cross 2003; Crump et al. 2003).

Conversely, watersheds that drain agricultural landscapes

transport more nutrients and more simply structured,

bioavailable organic matter (Rier and Stevenson 2002). These

differences in character and bioavailability can influence

microbial and primary-producer community composition,

which in turn can have cascading effects on material cycling

at higher trophic levels within ecosystems (Legendre and

Rivkin 2002; Wilson and Xenopoulos 2009).

The recurring theme of species traits and foraging modes is

central to understanding how resource bioavailability relates

to the concept of functional redundancy. We predict that, like

our expected relationship with the magnitude of incoming

resources, ecosystems with readily available resources would

support more redundant species compared to those with less

palatable resources (Fig. 1C). For example, ecosystems with

resources that are less bioavailable often contain species with

specific traits that are uniquely adapted to consuming less

palatable materials (Covich et al. 1999). These species con-

tribute to at least three important ecological functions: (1)

acquiring, assimilating, and retaining materials that otherwise

may be lost to adjacent ecosystems; (2) subsidizing co-occur-

ring species by modifying materials and making them biolog-

ically available; and (3) remineralizing nutrients and stimulat-
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ing primary production. Although there is ample evidence

suggesting that ecosystems with labile resources support many

species with similar foraging strategies, we predict that ecosys-

tems containing refractory resources have fewer redundant

species and thus have a reduced ability to buffer against

species declines (Fig. 1C).

While each of the above characteristics influences the

retention of materials within ecosystems, considering all three

in concert may provide particular insight into which ecosys-

tems are susceptible to disturbance and warrant concern for

loss of functional redundancy. For example ecosystems with

high residence times that receive a large amount of labile

resources should be significantly less threatened than those

receiving refractory materials that are quickly transported

away (Fig. 2). This conceptualization, while helpful, is further

complicated by the fact that ecosystems are undergoing

changes that influence where they fall out along our hypoth-

esized gradients. For example, cultural eutrophication threat-

ens to increase both the magnitude and bioavailability of

resources in historically oligotrophic systems. In addition,

impoundments and the increase of impervious substrates

associated with urbanization are changing the extent to which

resources are delivered among ecosystems.

Disturbance and environmental variability—Changes in local

or regional climate, habitat structure, and the frequency and

extent of disturbances may alter the composition of plant and

animal communities, because organisms are sensitive to envi-

ronmental conditions (e.g., temperature, irradiance, precipita-

tion, salinity, etc; Gonzalez and Loreau 2009). For example,

systems that experience frequent and severe disturbances may

be dominated by fast-growing, early successional species,

whereas systems with a low-disturbance regime may be com-

prised of slower-growing, longer-lived species. However, sys-

tems with moderate rates of disturbance may be the most

diverse, being populated by both fast- and slow-growing

species; this is in accordance with the intermediate disturbance

hypothesis (Pianka 1966; Connell 1978; Huston 1979; Fig. 3).

We predict that, like diversity, functional redundancy will be

maximized at intermediate rates of disturbance (but see Loreau

2004; Hughes et al. 2007). It is likely that frequent or severe dis-

turbances will reduce redundancy by having a negative impact

on species survivorship. Similarly, in a low-disturbance envi-

ronment, competitive interactions may reduce species abun-

dance and richness (Connell 1978). Because niches of func-

tionally redundant species may not overlap exactly, it is

possible that redundant species may be competitively excluded

from the habitat (Cole et al. 2006). Thus, conditions that max-

imize diversity may also enhance functional redundancy and,

as a result, system stability (e.g., Ives and Hughes 2002).

Although it is convenient to envision measures of redundancy

and ecosystem stability over a gradient of disturbance, it is

more likely that a variety of factors, including species compo-

sition and disturbance identity, duration, and severity, will

moderate the coexistence and success of redundant species.

Overlap in species functional roles may confer stability to

ecosystem processes by buffering those processes against dis-

Fig. 2. Conceptual flow diagram illustrating the relative importance of ecosystem level characteristics on ecological redundancy. We predict that ecosys-

tems with long residence times that receive lots of labile resources (A) will be relatively less susceptible to disturbance compared to those that are leaky

and receive low amounts of refractory materials (B). 
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turbances and reducing the time required for a process to

return to a predisturbance level (Walker et al. 1999; Fonseca

and Ganade 2001, Palumbi et al. 2008; Winfree and Kremen

2009). In part, this depends upon functionally redundant

species differing in their susceptibility to ecosystem distur-

bances and to temporal asynchronies (e.g., seasonality) in

abundance (Ives et al. 2000; Loreau 2000; Palumbi et al. 2008).

Following a disturbance that severely reduces the abundance

of a numerically dominant species, compensatory population

growth of other species may occur and, as a result, ecosystem

processes may be maintained in the long term (Naeem 1998;

Walker et al. 1999; Hooper et al. 2005, Gonzalez and Loreau

2009). However, ecosystem functioning will likely decline

after a severe disturbance because other species may not be

able to immediately fill the process of the reduced or extinct

species. The time required for an ecosystem process to return

to a predisturbance state may depend on the growth and

reproductive patterns of less abundant or donor species. In

addition, competitive interactions between the less abundant

but functionally redundant species may affect the rate of

recovery because the species may exist in different proportions

before and after a perturbation (Allison 2004; Hughes et al.

2007). Consequently, functional redundancy may operate as a

stability mechanism over long time periods.

The notion that functionally redundant species buffer

ecosystem processes against disturbances is in accordance with

the insurance hypothesis (Yachi and Loreau 1999; Borrvall et

al. 2000; Ives et al. 2000; Wohl et al. 2004; Hooper et al. 2005;

Winfree and Kremen 2009). In part, the “insurance” in more

diverse systems is due to a greater likelihood that there will be

some functional overlap between species that survive a distur-

bance (Walker et al. 1999; Borrvall et al. 2000; Ives et al. 2000).

Consequently ecosystem functions may be more constant in

systems with diverse species assemblages as opposed to more

depauperate communities (Duarte 2000). However there is

experimental evidence that functional (versus ecological)

diversity and composition strongly influences ecosystem

processes (Tilman et al. 1997; Petchey and Gaston 2002). This

suggests that a better predictor of ecosystem response to dis-

turbance may be functional diversity or functional redun-

dancy rather than biodiversity (ecological redundancy), per se.

The usefulness of functional redundancy as a stability

mechanism may depend on the frequency and extent of dis-

turbance as well as community composition (Diaz et al. 1999).

For example, particularly strong disturbances (e.g., hurricanes,

bulldozers, etc) may eliminate the buffering capacity of func-

tionally redundant species. In addition, disturbances that

occur over longer timeframes may alter ecosystem processes

by changing community composition or interactions between

species (e.g., Slik 2004). For instance, constant and high fish-

ing pressure may remove entire functional groups (i.e., top

predators) from coastal and oceanic systems (Micheli and

Halpern 2005; Scheffer et al. 2005; Worm et al. 2006). Preda-

tor removal may lead to higher herbivore biomass and con-

sumption of primary producers, in simple three-level food

chains. However, simple trophic food-web theory is compli-

cated by interactions between species both within and across

trophic levels (Bascompte et al. 2005; Duffy et al. 2007; Sta-

chowicz et al. 2007; Otto et al. 2008). The effects of single dis-

turbances, such as predator removal, may be diminished or

exaggerated by changes in environmental conditions. For

example, rising temperatures may increase metabolic rates,

resulting in stronger interactions between herbivores and pri-

mary producers (O’Connor 2009). By extension, we may

hypothesize that plant and algal biomass may be more

strongly reduced in systems experiencing both predator

removal and warming than in systems with either single dis-

turbance. Thus, the identity, severity, and duration of distur-

bances may affect community composition and, in turn, inter-

actions between species. Functionally redundant species may

stabilize ecosystem processes after a disturbance; however, the

ability of a species to become established, build biomass, and

substitute for an extinct species may depend on community

interactions and food-web stability. Shifts in community com-

position and species interactions may also affect the success of

a species to reestablish following a disturbance. Consequently,

the presence of functionally redundant species does not nec-

essarily ensure that ecosystem functioning will be maintained

after one or multiple disturbances.

The ability to predict how disturbances may affect the

degree of functional redundancy within an ecosystem may be

aided by studies on community composition in pre- and post-

disturbance habitats. For example, experiments that simulta-

neously alter the degree of redundancy and the severity of the

disturbance (e.g., drought versus wet conditions, warm versus

cold, etc.) may be useful in predicting the survivorship and

buffering capacity of redundant species (see Bestelmeyer and

Wiens 1996; Kreyling et al. 2008). Such studies may be best

served by employing designs using realistic combinations of

species instead of random community assemblages (Loreau et

al. 2001; Gross and Cardinale 2005; Larsen et al. 2005;

Fig. 3. Proposed relationship between the occurrence of functionally

redundant species and disturbance frequency. Based on Connell (1978). 
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Ellingsen et al. 2007). In addition, comparative studies on com-

munity composition in extreme and moderate environments

may be fruitful. Since the frequency and severity of extreme

weather events are predicted to increase, comparing the occur-

rence of redundant species in moderate and extreme (i.e., end-

point) environments may provide insight to environmental

change. Combined, experimental and comparative studies may

increase our understanding of the disturbance effects on func-

tionally redundant species and ecosystem functioning.

Evolutionary relatedness—As the source of species traits and

an influence on many of the interactions structuring commu-

nities, evolution plays an important role in ecosystem func-

tion and seems likely to be equally important in determining

the degree of functional redundancy present. Across commu-

nities and ecosystems we observe similar functional roles

being filled both by close relatives and very diverse species,

which suggests that any relationship between evolutionary

relatedness and redundancy is likely complex. At the same

time, establishing a predictable relationship between evolu-

tionary history and redundancy within a community or func-

tional group would be particularly valuable because, in many

cases, constructing phylogenies and estimating relatedness of

the species may be easier than assessing functional rates and

interaction strengths among all the species. Here we consider

whether information about evolutionary history and related-

ness can suggest whether species in a community are more or

less likely to be redundant.

Close relatives are often expected to be ecologically similar

(Webb 2000; Ackerly et al. 2006) due to conservatism in species

traits (Webb 2000), but phylogenetic overdispersion, in which

close relatives are less similar than more distant relatives, has

also been observed (Cavender-Bares et al. 2004). The funda-

mental nature of the traits involved in several commonly mea-

sured ecosystem functions, e.g., primary productivity, nutrient

cycling, and trophic level, may make these traits more likely to

be conserved. This suggests that closely related species are

likely to possess the functional traits enabling them to be

redundant. However, redundant species must be capable of

reacting to species loss by increasing their own rate of influ-

ence on ecosystem function, and thus must also be similar in

the suite of traits affecting spatial and environmental niches

and interspecific interactions. Predictions for whether closely

related species will coexist in a community depend on how the

community is assembled and whether traits are conserved or

convergent (Cavender-Bares et al. 2004; Kraft et al. 2007).

When traits are conserved, communities in which environ-

mental filtering is most important, such as extreme environ-

ments, will tend to have species more closely related than by

chance, whereas communities in which competitive exclusion

limits ecological similarity will have more distantly related

species (Webb et al. 2002; Kraft et al. 2007). When traits are

convergent among clades the expectation is reversed, leading

to phylogenetic overdispersion (Cavender-Bares et al. 2004).

Alternatively, neutral models of assembly (Hubbell 2001)

should result in a random relationship between phylogenetic

distance and the species in a community.

This context dependence is supported by empirical evidence

for contrasting relationships between ecological similarity and

evolutionary relatedness across communities (reviewed in

Webb et al. 2002) and in different habitats within a rainforest

(Kembel and Hubble 2006). The theory and data do support

niche differentiation in adaptive radiation (Schluter 2000; Ack-

erly et al. 2006), which should lead to reduced redundancy

among the radiating species due to niche specialization. So

although the species may be complementary and all contribut-

ing to the same ecosystem service, the other species in the

community are unlikely to be able to compensate for a loss or

reduction of a given species. However, on evolutionary time

scales, a new related species is likely to reclaim the niche. The

dependency of predictions on specifics of individual commu-

nities and traits implies that simply estimating evolutionary

relatedness alone may not facilitate prediction of the func-

tional redundancy across communities or functional groups,

but it may improve predictions when other information is also

available. As more data on functional redundancy is collected,

it will be useful to look at the correlation with phylogenetic

relatedness across communities and functional groups.

Life History—Redundancy in ecosystem function following a

perturbation, such as species loss, requires the remaining organ-

isms to replace the lost function (Gitay et al. 1996). Assuming

the existence of species physiologically capable of performing

the function, this replacement of lost function can happen

through some combination of three processes: increased rates

by individuals already performing the function, increased abun-

dance of individuals performing the function, performance of

the function by previously uninvolved individuals or species.

Which of these processes can occur and the likelihood that they

will compensate for the lost species depends on the life history

traits of the potentially redundant organisms.

Phenotypic plasticity is one way in which individuals can

increase a functional rate or perform a “new” function. The

existence of phenotypic plasticity in a functional group is most

likely to allow for uninterrupted ecosystem functioning,

because compensation can be immediate. An example is a

plant species that is able to alter its foliar characteristics in

response to the characteristics of co-occurring plants (Herault

et al. 2008). A corollary of this idea is that generalists are more

likely to be redundant because they can adjust their resource

use in response to changes in community structure. The

propensity of generalists to be redundant has led to conflicting

predictions, with Johnson (2000) hypothesizing that the lower

amount of energy available to higher trophic levels results in

more generalists and higher redundancy. Conversely, Hooper

et al. (2005) hypothesize that higher trophic levels will be less

redundant simply because species richness is lower. Commonly

cited examples of redundancy tend to occur in more species

with rich functional groups of producers (e.g., rainforest trees,

grasses), but these also seem to represent generalists, suggesting
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that the link between generalism and redundancy at higher

trophic levels needs to be assessed empirically.

While plasticity allows a specific function to be retained

with potentially very little disruption, it should often result in

a change away from another function for the individuals mak-

ing the shift. Maintaining ecosystem function across the whole

functional group depends on additional characteristics. If indi-

viduals can respond to disruption of community structure by

increasing their average body size there is the potential for

increased contribution to ecosystem function without an

increase in population size. In this case redundant organisms

with rapid somatic growth can maintain ecosystem function

over short time periods, while slower-growing species will take

longer to compensate for the lost function. If growth is limited

by a factor other than the resources made available by the per-

turbation, redundancy is likely to be limited or extremely slow.

For example, individuals may not be able to respond to

increased nitrogen availability if light is a limiting factor, or to

an increased food resource if predation limits body size.

Reproductive rates are likely to be a primary determinant of

redundancy on time scales relevant to human activities and

management. A potentially redundant species with a high pop-

ulation growth rate will be more likely to replace the func-

tional role of the lost species in a short time period. Functional

groups in which all members have low reproductive rates are

likely to experience extended loss of ecosystem function, even

if they possess phenotypic plasticity and high somatic growth

rates, if the species lost from the system had a large biomass. It

is likely that asexual species will be more redundant due to

reproductive advantage of single-sex reproduction (Smith

1978) and because clones best suited to the environment are

likely to be present already (e.g., Parejko and Dodson 1991).

Over short time scales, population growth rate of sexual species

at low density may be limited by an Allee effect due to male-

female encounter rates (Courchamp et al. 2008). In plant com-

munities the distinction between r- and K- selected species

depends partly on reproductive rate (MacArthur and Wilson

1967), suggesting that K-selected species may be less redundant

over relevant time scales unless individuals are already present

and can grow quickly in response to an open niche.

Dispersal is also likely to be an important determinant of

potential redundancy. High dispersal rates will allow redun-

dant species to occupy open spatial niches or to enter the sys-

tem from nearby communities. Species with low dispersal will

take longer to arrive or spread from their current location. In

cases in which the potentially redundant species has been

excluded by a superior competitor, or in which species loss has

resulted from environmental change, sufficiently high disper-

sal is necessary for redundant species to arrive from nearby

habitats. While functional groups with high dispersal are

likely to reach suitable habitats, which allows them to replace

lost function, in some cases high dispersal may oppose the

presence of functionally redundant species. For example,

Hubbell’s (2001) neutral theory relies on dispersal and recruit-

ment limitation for ecologically equivalent species to coexist.

If species have high dispersal and high reproductive rates a

superior competitor is likely to exclude other species, reducing

the potential pool of redundant species if that dominant

species is perturbed.

The importance of growth, reproduction, and dispersal has

been considered in the context of a specific aspect of redun-

dancy: density compensation. Density compensation occurs

when the total density or biomass of a community attains a

level equal to that of the community prior to a loss of species

(Gonzalez and Loreau 2009). In the case in which biomass is the

ecosystem function of interest, density compensation means

the extant species pool is functionally redundant, and in all

cases the ability to reach original density or biomass is likely to

be correlated with redundancy of most ecosystem functions.

PART TWO: Applications

Microbial functional redundancy in aquatic ecosystems—In pre-

vious sections, we discussed four axes or gradients along

which we might predict variations in the degree of functional

redundancy. If such a framework is useful, its predictive power

would be particularly important for organisms whose individ-

ual functional roles in ecosystems are often difficult to deter-

mine. One such example is microbes, whose functional traits

cannot be determined solely on the basis of morphology or

phylogeny, and yet, microbes are often lumped into func-

tional groups (e.g., denitrifiers, anaerobic, etc.). Allison and

Martiny (2008) recently reviewed our current understanding

of resistance, resilience, and redundancy in microbial com-

munities. Only 9 of 79 studies considered in their quantitative

review involved aquatic microbes, broadly defined to include

river, lake, marine, benthic, and pelagic environments. This

relative paucity of experimental data suggests there are funda-

mental obstacles to measuring redundancy in aquatic

microbes. In this section, we apply the predictive framework

outlined above to compare microbial communities between

ecosystems and ask both whether a given functional group

(i.e., denitrifiers) is more redundant in some environments

than others as well as if some environments contain more

functional redundancy than others.

Material transport: The microbial literature offers support

to the hypothesis presented above that functional redundancy

will be greatest at intermediate levels of incoming resources.

Hewson and Fuhrman (2004) found in a study along an estu-

arine gradient that planktonic bacterial diversity followed a

bell-shaped curve, with the greatest diversity at intermediate

productivity. Some groups of freshwater bacteria (such as the

Cytophaga-Flavobacteria) also appear to follow a similar bell-

shaped curve, while others (such as the b-Proteobacteria) dis-

play no relationship with productivity (Horner-Devine et al.

2003). With respect to residence time, this important physical

parameter is only rarely taken into consideration in aquatic

microbial diversity studies. One exception is a study in the

Plum Island Sound estuary (Crump et al. 2003) where a micro-
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bial community unique to the estuary, distinct from the

adjoining river and ocean communities, developed only when

the residence time was greater than the bacterial doubling

time. The links between these patterns in community struc-

ture and functional redundancy, however, remain unexplored.

Environmental variability: Our second predictor of redun-

dancy is environmental variability, with the prediction that

systems that experience an intermediate degree of environ-

mental variability are more likely to have functionally redun-

dant communities. To the extent that overall species richness

is an indicator of functional redundancy, this prediction may

hold true for aquatic microbes. To take the example of estuar-

ine systems, the middle of the estuary experiences variations

in salinity and temperature, while the river and ocean end-

members are comparatively more stable. Studies of bacterio-

plankton richness in general (Crump et al. 1999) and func-

tional groups such as denitrifiers (Santoro et al. 2006) have

shown greater species richness at zones of mixing between

fresh and salt water. However, the link between total species

richness and functional richness is almost completely

untested for microbial communities.

Acid mine drainage (AMD) biofilms are particularly well-

studied systems that demonstrate that a low degree of envi-

ronmental variability can lead to low functional redundancy

in microbial communities. AMD biofilms have become a

model system for developing methods in environmental

genomics because their low complexity means that the

genomes of every member of the community can be recon-

structed (Tyson et al. 2004), unlike complex marine commu-

nities, which recover only a small fraction of the total com-

munity (Venter et al. 2004). Tyson et al. (2004) showed at the

Richmond mine site in California, that the AMD community

consists primarily (<95%) of two types of Leptospirillum and

one Archaea. These investigators discovered that a key func-

tion of the community—nitrogen fixation—was carried out by

only one of the members. In an essentially inorganic nitrogen-

free environment such as the AMD system, one might have

predicted that multiple community members would carry out

this important function. This system appears to provide evi-

dence that contradicts the prediction of Fonseca et al. (2001),

who suggested that communities with fewer functional groups

have more functional redundancy. In the model AMD com-

munity, it instead appears that in simple microbial communi-

ties with fewer functional groups, each member may carry out

just one key function.

Despite the preceding examples that support a link

between environmental variability and functional redun-

dancy, aquatic environments that are seemingly stable over

timescales of hundreds of years, such as the deep sea, harbor

tremendous diversity (Sogin et al. 2006), thus the predictive

power of environmental variability to predict redundancy

between biomes may not apply to all system.

Evolutionary descent: We predicted that under phyloge-

netic overdispersion, ecosystems containing many closely

related species may be less functionally redundant as niche

specialization occurs. This is a prediction that is difficult to

test with microbes. Genetic similarity in macroorganisms is

much greater than in microorganisms; the chimp and human

genomes share 95% identity (Britten 2002), while different

Escherichia coli strains may share less than 40% protein iden-

tity (Welch et al. 2002) due to a high degree of lateral gene

transfer among strains. As we gain a better understanding of

how to separate out microbial species based on niches or eco-

types (Hunt et al. 2008), the relevancy of this prediction to

microbial systems can be better assessed. Evolutionary history,

to the extent that it is reflected in the phylogenetic tree of life,

likely still offers predictive information on microbial func-

tional redundancy. Functions that are distributed among

broad taxonomic groups, such as heterotrophic carbon acqui-

sition, are probably more functionally redundant (Bell et al.

2005) than those that are phylogenetically constrained, such

as nitrogen metabolism (Balser and Firestone 2005).

Life history: We predicted that within ecosystems, organ-

isms with high intrinsic growth rates and high dispersal rates

have a high potential to be functionally redundant. When

microorganisms are compared to macroorganisms in the same

environment, they clearly have higher growth rates, which

would lead to the prediction that microbial communities

should be more functionally redundant than macroorgan-

isms. However, if one wants to compare microbial communi-

ties from different environments, or compare different micro-

bial functional groups in the same environment, the question

is much more challenging due to the difficulty of determining

in situ growth rates for specific organisms. If we rely solely on

the cultured representatives of different functional groups,

there is some evidence that functional groups with relatively

rapid growth rates are more redundant. Looking specifically at

the marine water column environment, relatively fast-grow-

ing phytoplankton serving the function of carbon fixation are

much more redundant in terms of both species richness and

total biomass than a slow-growing carbon-fixing group such

as nitrifying bacteria, which may comprise as little as 0.1% of

the bacterioplankton (Ward 2002).

Improving our understanding of functional redundancy in

aquatic microbial communities: Microbial ecology has a long

way to go before our understanding of functional redundancy

in microbial communities approaches that of macroorgan-

isms. Although the struggle to understand all the functions of

microbial communities is worthwhile, it may be possible to

move forward without understanding every functional group

by defining functional groups very broadly. To do this, a con-

sensus about what constitutes a functional group of microbes

needs to be developed. For example, are all heterotrophic

microorganisms equivalent, or should the oxidation of indi-

vidual carbon compounds be considered a different function?

Should we consider “nitrogen removal” a functional trait, or is

process actually attributable to multiple functional traits of

denitrification and anammox? Ducklow (2008) provides an
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interesting start to this task by adapting the ecosystem service

approach to microbial communities.

Increasing the use of functional genes to survey microbial

communities instead of community fingerprinting approaches

is essential to advancing our understanding of functional

redundancy. It is unlikely that a macro ecologist would con-

sider “trees” or “mammals” a functional group, yet the resolu-

tion of the community fingerprinting techniques used in

many designs for experiments for testing microbial commu-

nity composition probably makes an equivalent generaliza-

tion. Investigation of functional genes targeting enzymes

involved in key ecological functions such as dissimilatory sul-

fate reductase (dsr) or nitrite reductase (nir) are much more use-

ful in understanding both functional richness and redundancy,

as well as providing important tools with which to interpret

the growing number of environmental genomic sequences.

Finally, although in microbial aquatic systems there may be

more hurdles to conducting meaningful ecological experi-

ments than in terrestrial systems, the reality is the experi-

ments have simply not been done. Karl (2007) noted that the

experimental phase of microbial oceanography has lagged

behind other fields. Often, in the cases in which manipulative

experiments have been conducted, their value for advancing

our theoretical knowledge of concepts such as functional

redundancy is lost because of differences in terminology

between the applied and ecological research communities

(Prosser and Head. 2007). Continued interaction among

aquatic microbial ecologists and ecologists from other fields

will help minimize these differences.

Redundancy and biological resistance to species invasion—Bio-

logical invasions are one of the greatest threats to global bio-

diversity (Wilcove et al. 1998). While their effects vary, inva-

sive species have the potential to negatively affect

populations, communities, and ecosystems of native species

in aquatic environments (Parker et al. 1999; Grosholz 2002;

Reise et al. 2006). Maintaining ecosystem functioning is vital

to the effective management of aquatic ecosystems, yet accu-

rate predictions of future invasions remain elusive. In this sec-

tion, we examine how redundancy may influence the ability

of aquatic communities to resist biological invasions (redun-

dancy-invasion relationship), and then explore how three

concepts discussed in Part One, which directly affect the suc-

cess of species invasions, influence this relationship: material

transport, disturbance and environmental variation, and bio-

logical interactions and niche specialization.

A long-standing idea in ecology is that species-rich com-

munities are less susceptible to invasion than species-poor

ones (Elton 1958). This “biotic resistance” hypothesis predicts

that highly diverse communities will decrease the probability

of success of new invaders due to a more complete use of

resources, and have a greater likelihood of containing com-

petitors or predators that can exclude potential invaders (Case

1990; Naeem et al. 2000; Shea and Chesson 2002; Stachowicz

et al. 2002). Experimental and observational evidence for sup-

port of this theory has remained equivocal, despite a large

amount of recent attention (reviewed in Levine and D’Anto-

nio 1999; Herben et al. 2004; Fridley et al. 2007). Emerging

from this debate is increasing interest in the functional roles

that species or groups of species play in communities (e.g.,

Arenas et al. 2006; Britton-Simmons 2006). Because resource

use is central to the “biotic resistance” hypothesis, the num-

ber and identity of functional groups within a community

may dictate the level of resistance to invasion.

Using principles of niche theory, Shea and Chesson (2002)

corroborated the link between high species diversity and

biotic resistance to invasion, such that communities with high

species richness reduce the number of resource or niche

opportunities available, thus preventing invaders from

becoming established or increasing in abundance. Conse-

quently, increasing functional redundancy within communi-

ties would not only provide insurance against the loss of

ecosystem function with the loss of species, but would also

ensure that few niche opportunities or resources become avail-

able after disturbance or species loss, preventing new coloniz-

ers from becoming established (Elton 1958). Resource limita-

tion has been found to limit the success of species invasions

in aquatic environments, via direct reductions in resources, or

through increases in native species diversity (and presumably

redundancy) within a community, which alters the partition-

ing and consumption of available resources over time (Sta-

chowicz et al. 1999, 2002; Clark and Johnston 2005; Romanuk

and Kolasa 2005; Arenas et al. 2006; Stachowicz and Byrnes

2006). Thus, a better predictor of community resistance to

invasion may not be solely the number of species in a com-

munity but may also involve the functional diversity and

degree of functional redundancy among species.

The relationship between species functional redundancy

and community resistance to invasion (the redundancy-inva-

sion relationship) depends on the extent of ecologically similar

species fulfilling the same functional role (ecological redun-

dancy) and occupying the same spatial niches (functional

redundancy) versus the level of complementarity (e.g., species

each possessing a unique ecological function and occupying

nonoverlapping spatial niches) among species at a given level

of diversity. At one extreme, high complementarity but no eco-

logical similarity among species (e.g., redundancy is zero)

results in communities with low resistance to invasion

(Fig. 4A). At the other extreme, high ecological similarity

among species and no complementarity (e.g., functional

redundancy is maximized) leads to communities with a very

high resistance to invasion (Fig. 4B). Overall, this relationship

predicts that loss of species or functional groups at lower levels

of redundancy would have a greater impact on invasion resist-

ance than an equivalent loss at higher levels of redundancy

(Fig. 4). The nonlinear transition between the two endpoints of

the redundancy-invasion relationship implies the existence of

a critical minimum threshold in functional redundancy neces-

sary to protect against species invasions. Identification of such
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a threshold would be context dependent, but could become a

valuable tool for managers seeking to prevent invasions in

aquatic ecosystems. For example, in nature most communities

are likely never completely saturated with species (Lodge 1993;

Gido and Brown 1999), never monopolizing all available

resources or filling all available niches, and the loss of even a

few species or an entire functional group would result in a

rapid decline in community resistance to invasion. However,

resistance to invasion may always be low, regardless of the level

of functional redundancy, if many vacant niches are present

within an ecosystem, which not only increases the probability

of establishment of an invader, but also the opportunity to

introduce a new functional role into the ecosystem.

Material transport: Any resource not used by a resident

species provides an opportunity for a potential invader (Shea

and Chesson 2002). As the degree of species redundancy

within communities shifts along a gradient of resource abun-

dance and availability, which would alter the fraction of

resources and open niches within an ecosystem, biotic resist-

ance to invasion would be expected to change correspond-

ingly. The risk of species invasion would be greatest where the

ecological consequences (to ecosystem functioning) of lost

redundancy are highest (e.g., leaky ecosystems that receive low

amounts of refractory materials; Fig. 2). In contrast, ecosystems

with high residence times that receive a large amount of labile

resources are more likely to harbor a diverse assemblage of

redundant species. These ecosystems should be more resistant

to species invasions because differences among functionally

redundant species in their temporal pattern of resource use

would result in a more consistent use of resources and limit

available niches over time (Stachowicz et al. 2002; Romanuk

and Kolasa 2005; Stachowicz and Byrnes 2006). Given that

resource use relates to many other ecosystem functions, pro-

moting functional redundancy among species within a com-

munity would have important consequences not only for the

control of invasive species, but also has the potential to

enhance ecosystem productivity and community stability.

Disturbance and environmental variability: Disturbance is

an important mechanism promoting the coexistence of par-

ticular species and maintaining species diversity within a com-

munity over time (the intermediate disturbance hypothesis:

Connell 1978). However, disturbance can also facilitate species

invasions through the release of resources (e.g., nutrients,

light, space, etc), mediate interactions between native and

invasive species, and/or alter the environment in ways that

favor invaders (Elton 1958; Clark and Johnston 2005; Bando

2006). Ecosystems that experience either low or high levels of

disturbance and environmental variability are characterized

by low species diversity and redundancy (Fig. 3), resulting in

the release of multiple resources and opened spatial niches fol-

lowing a disturbance event, facilitating the colonization and

establishment of inferior competitors. In contrast, species that

are functionally redundant may differ in their response to

environmental variation, (the “insurance hypothesis”; see Dis-

turbance and environmental variability section above), sug-

gesting that high species redundancy within a community

would ensure that at least one species could maintain its func-

tioning and access to resources following a disturbance, main-

taining some level of community resistance to invasion. Thus,

we theorize that the greatest biotic resistance to invasion

occurs at intermediate levels of disturbance, which promotes

the highest species diversity and functional redundancy

within a community (Fig. 3). Given these predictions, we sug-

gest that the role of species redundancy should be considered

carefully in the future management and conservation of

aquatic communities to control the future spread of invasive

species in systems that experience high rates of natural and

anthropogenic change.

Biological interactions and niche specialization: The

degree of redundancy in niche specialization within the

native community is influential in determining the outcome

of biological interactions and thus biotic resistance to inva-

sion. The outcomes of biological interactions promoting

biotic resistance to invasion would occur anytime a native

species inhibited a potential invader’s survival or growth

rates, or under any combination of species in the native com-

munity that can keep resource and niche opportunities low

(Shea and Chesson 2002). For example, the presence of strong

predators (or grazers) that could directly attack or consume

potential invaders would directly affect an invader’s abun-

dance, biomass, or mortality rate, while native species that

are strong competitors could directly or indirectly decrease

invader growth rates through competition for resources

(Drake 1990; Baltz and Moyle 1993; Shurin 2000; Byers and

Noonburg 2003; Bando 2006). Multiple specialists may be

Fig. 4. Theoretical relationship between community resistance to inva-

sion and functional redundancy, illustrating two endpoints of community

functional organization: (A) high complementarity and no ecological sim-

ilarity among species and (B) high ecological similarity and no comple-

mentarity among species. 
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more effective in controlling a specific resource than one gen-

eralist, but generalists may have broader niches, making them

more readily able to alter their resource use, and more likely

to be in a position to consume a potential invader once it is

introduced (Shea and Chesson 2002; see also Evolution relat-

edness and Life history sections above). Functional redun-

dancy within the native community would be expected to

increase the strength of competition between functionally

similar native and potential invaders (Bando 2006), which

could inhibit invasion even for a superior competitor (Case

1990, 1991). In addition, given that species within a commu-

nity vary in their competitive abilities and resource use, func-

tional redundancy within the native community would also

increase the probability that a potential invader would

encounter a native competitor or predator once introduced,

resulting in a higher resistance to invasion.

Based on these predictions, the ecosystems that should be

most resistant to species invasions are expected to experi-

ence intermediate levels of disturbance, contain a small frac-

tion of available resources or niche opportunities, and have

few specialists and many generalists, as well as a high degree

of functional redundancy within the native community. It is

presently difficult to find examples of such ecosystems in the

literature, given the paucity of current studies that have con-

sidered the role of functional redundancy in resisting species

invasions, as well as the fact that failed invasions are rarely

reported, potentially obscuring evidence of communities

that have resisted invasion (Ricciardi 2001). In lieu of such

evidence, we reexamined eight studies that explicitly tested

the effects of species richness or functional diversity on

biotic resistance to invasion in aquatic environments

(marine: Stachowicz et al. 1999, 2002; Dunstan and Johnson

2004; Arenas et al. 2006; Britton-Simmons 2006; freshwater:

Shurin 2000; Baltz and Moyle 1993; Romanuk and Kolasa

2005). By regrouping their measures of species richness or

diversity into a measure of redundancy (approximated as the

number of species per functional group; e.g., filter feeders

versus grazers, canopy versus turf species, etc), we examined

whether redundancy may be a better predictor of resistance

to invasion. Although this reexamination is rather coarse

and includes only a small number of available studies, the

general trend that emerges demonstrates that systems that

were successful in preventing species invasions exhibited

higher redundancy (Fig. 5). Formal testing of the redun-

dancy-invasion hypothesis may prove fruitful for the future

control and management of invasive species and conserva-

tion of aquatic ecosystems.

Summary

In conclusion, contrary to the assertion by Gitay et al.

(1996), it may be possible and quite feasible to conceptually

apply the concept of redundancy in a predictive way. By rea-

soning how redundancy should change across environmental

and biological gradients, we have posited predictions about

the importance of redundancy across broad-based ecological

conditions. We emphasize that the gradients chosen for use

here (environmental: material transport and disturbance; bio-

logical: life history and evolution) were chosen for illustrative

purposes only, and other gradients may prove equally useful.

Thus, our approach not only provides specific predictions

about the importance of redundancy along these gradients,

but provides an example of how this approach may be applied

to other environmental or biological gradients. This approach

appears promising, because our predictions were largely

upheld when applied to microbial communities. Further tests

of these hypotheses in other systems may also prove fruitful.

In addition, we illustrated how these predictions can be

extended to inform specific applied problems by extending

them to predict the importance of species redundancy in pro-

hibiting the establishment of invasive species. While these

extended predictions appear to be supported based on the

rough analysis given with the limited data available on species

invasion and species redundancy (Fig. 5), much more data are

needed to determine the role of redundancy in species inva-

sion, as well as in other applied problems addressed by ecolo-

gists. In sum, species redundancy is a well-established and

broadly relevant ecological concept. Elevating this concept to

a predictive level could play an important role in tying con-

servation practices to ecological concepts more firmly.
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